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Nougayrol concluded that "malheureusement, nous ne savons pratique-
ment rien sur l'armee qu'Ugari t pouvait alors mettre sur pied."1 On many 
questions one can only guess, and since guessing seems unprofessional, 
historians do as little of it as possible. The result, however, is that for lack of 
evidence one of the most important things about the preclassical world is 
largely ignored. There is good reason to think that the evolution of warfare 
made and unmade the world of the Late Bronze Age. Even though we 
cannot be certain about this evolution, and especially about its details, it is 
time that we begin to guess. 

The description of Bronze Age and early Iron Age warfare would ordi-
narily be the task of the military historian. For some time, however, mili-
tary history has been of little interest to professional scholars. During its 
golden age, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the subject 
was utilitarian a nd pragmatic, written by and for men who had consider-
able military experience. One studied it in order to win wars. The study of 
ancient military history culminated in Germany, with the first volume of 
H ans Delbruck's Geschichte der Kriegskunst and the magisterial works 
of Johannes Kromayer and Georg Veith. 2 Since World War II military 
history has been-quite understandably-in bad odo r in most academic 
circles. 

Even if military history remained a vigo rous discip line, it is doubtful that 
today's scholarly officers would find Bronze Age and early Iron Age warfare 
intelligible enough ro ex tract fro m it lessons useful for cadets. Since there is 
no Xenophon, Caesar, or Vegetius ro serve as a Wegweiser to the Near East, 
the military hi srory of this region is frustratingly opaque. Written records 
contain hundreds of references to weapons and military personnel, but 
more often than not the meaning of the words is uncertain. Even in Hebrew, 
which is relatively intelligible, it is no t entirely clear when the word para-
shim means " horses" and when it means "cavalrymen." In Egyptian, Hit-
tite, Hurrian, Ugaritic, Akkadian, and Mycenaean Greek the situation is 
far worse. H ere the study of military history is stuck at the lex icographical 
stage, since there are uncertainties about even the most basic and elemen-
tary terms. The general plight of scholars attempting to illumina te all this 
darkness is described by Timothy Kendall , condemned to ex tract from the 
Nuzi tablets what they had to say about military matters: "The Nu zi texts 
pertaining to military personnel and supplies con tain a vast nomencla-
ture.... As o ne begins to read these tex ts, he immediately finds himself 
confronted by this strange new vocabulary and to his discou ragement he 

I J. NougayroJ, "Guerre et paix a Ugarit," Iraq 25 (1963): 11 7. 
2 Delbriick, Geschichte der Kriegsk unst 1m Rahmen der politischen Geschichte, vol. 1: 

Das Altertum (Berlin, 1900); Kromayer and Veith, Antike Schiacht(elder, 4 vols. (Berlin, 
1903-31); and Heerwesen und Kriegs(iihrung der Griechen und Romer (Munich, 1928). 
There was noth ing remotely comparab le in English or French. 
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The synthesis of these specialized studies, and their conversion into a 
diachronic account of military history, has barely begun. While surveys of 
classical military history appear with some frequency, the first and last 
military history of the ancient Near East was Yigael Yadin's. In the long 
tradition of a military practitioner writing military history, General Yadin 
did a signal service to the academic world in writing a colorful and lucid 
story-a diachronic account, that is-of warfare in the ancient Near 
East. 13 His Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands was not only a remarkable 
pioneering achievement but remains fundamental for anyone interested in 
the subject. It is not annotated, however, having been written as much for 
the general public as for professional historians; and, given its enormous 
range and the impenetrable nature of its subject, it has not surprisingly 
turned out to be wrong or misleading on many points. Israeli interest in 
military history has produced a number of books, narrower in topic than 
Yadin's but more popular in approach, recounting the victories of ancient 
kings in Israel andJudah. 14 More recently, Nigel Stillman and N igel Tallis 
have collaborated to produce a thoroughly expert survey of what is known 
about ancient Near Eastern weapons and military organization (their for-
mat, unlike Yadin's, is not diachronic but kingdom-by-kingdom, or people-
by-people).15 Although Stillman's and Tallis's book is not annotated and 
has the flavor of a military manual, the quality of their scholarship is high, 
and it is unfortunate that their survey has not been reviewed or acknowl-
edged in scholarly journals. 

Since a general survey of preclassical military history is so novel and 
difficult an undertaking, it is not surprising that the subject is ignored even 
in some books whose subject is ostensibly "war in the ancient world."16 
Scholars venturesome enough to write on Near Eastern military history 
must expect to be embarrassed by occasional pratfalIs. A case in point is the 
fairly recently published Warfare in the Ancient World, edited by General 

guerra in test i micenei," Rendiconti de/l'Accad. di Archeologia, Lettere e Belle Arti di Napoli 
53 (1978): 67-90; Michael Heltzer, The Internal Organization of the Kingdom of Ugarit 
(Wiesbaden, 1982), esp. chap. 6 (" Th e M il itary Organization and the Army of Ugarit" ); Philo 
Houwink ten Cate, "The History of Warfare According to Hirrite Sources: The Annals of 
Hattusili s I," parr 1, Anatoliea 10 (1983): 91-110, and parr 2, Anatolica 11 (1984): 47-83; 
and Richard Beal, The Organization of the Hittite Military (Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Chicago, 1986). 

13 Yadin, The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands, 2 vo /s. (:-';cw York, 1963 ). 
14 See fo r example Chaim Herzog and Mordecai Cichon, Battles of the Bible (New York, 

1978). 
IS N. Stillman and N. Tallis , Armies of the Ancient Near East, 3000 BC to 539 BC (Wo rth-

ing, Sussex, 1984). 
16 Y. Carlan 's, War in the Ancient World: A Social History (London, 1975) is limited to the 

classical world. In J. Harmand, La guerre antique, de SI.lIner aRome (Paris, 1973) there are 
refe rences to the Near East, but no systematic treatment . 
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Sir John Hackett. l ? Each chapter of this very useful book is written by a sevel 
scholar of high distinction. The eight chapters beginning with Archaic prol 
Greece and ending with the Later Roman Empire cover ground that has East, 
been trod for centuries and is now quite exquisitely mapped, but the two been 
chapters on the pre-Persian Near East-by prehistorian Trevor Watkins pala1 
and Assyriologist D. J. Wiseman-explore what to a great extent is still a slvn 
terra incognita. IS Here one encounters, amid a variety of archaeological and t 
illuminations and Assyriological clarifications, a few impossible items: rial c 
bows with a range up to 650 meters, Bronze Age chariots pulled by four- appn 
horse teams, and Assyrian chariots with iron undercarriages. Nevertheless, Agei 
the overviews furnished by pioneers such as Watkins and Wiseman far been 
outweigh the occasional mistake on particulars. mtro, 

Having no credentials as a military historian, I shall undoubtedly fur- that t 
nish future scholars with ample opportunity for mirth and correction. But tion ( 
a generalist of the rankest order, with no inhibitions against guessing when also 1 
evidence fails, should be in as good a posi tion as anyone to reconstruct the 
general evolution of warfare at the end of the Bronze Age and beginning of Impa( 
the Iron Age. Because the Catastrophe was followed by a dark age, produc- will ft 
tive of neither written nor pictorial evidence, the military history of this find. 
period is especially obscure. In both the Aegean and the Near East, the 

20 Rperiod between the reign of Ramesses III and Ashurnasirpalll is pictorially 
Declinealmost a total blank, relieved only by the stelae of "Neo-Hittite" kings in 2l 5, 

northern Syria. 19 Yet there is reason to believe that the decades around and 22/v 
after 1200 B.C. were among the very most important in the evolution of tempor 
warfare in the ancient world. The next chapters will accordingly attempt to "A Nev 

sketch in at least its broad outlines how warfare changed at the end of the 
thirteenth century and the beginning of the twelfth. 

Some innovations in weaponry at the end of the Bronze Age have been 
noticed, especially by scholars who work closely with the material record. 
Archaeologists have known for a long time that at the end of the lliB period 

17 Hackett, ed., Warfare in the Ancient World (London, 1989).  
18 Watkins, "The Beginnings of Warfare," 15-35; and Wiseman , "The Assy ri ans," 36-

53. The bibliography included for Watkins's chapter (Warfare, 250) contains three items: 
Yadin's Art of Warfare, Breasted 's Ancient Records of Egypt , and Luckenbill 's A ncient Re-
cords of Assyria and Babylonia. In contrast, ten wo rks-all studies in milita ry history meant 
for the professional scholar-are listed for Lazenby'S chapter o n the Greek ho plite . 

19 On the absence of artistic evidence on military matters in the Aegean during this period 
see Desborough, The Greek Dark Ages, 306: "Between the earl y rwelfth century and the 
eighth there exists no figure or figurine of a warrio r, nor any representation of such in vase 
painting, with the single exception of the rwo confronted archers a t Lefkandi. " Nor are things 
much better for the Near East. The lack of evidence there almos t persuaded Yadin to " write 
off" the Iron I period as "a kind of transitional period about which nothing on warfa re co uld 
be known" (Art of Warfa re , vol. 2,291 ; d. p. 247 : " Our sole source fo r the fir st part of the 
period is the man y reliefs of Rameses III. "). 
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a several items of defensive armor-greaves, certainly, and a smaller shield-

proliferate in the Aegean, as did the Naue Type II sword (on the Near 
IS Eastern side, where the transformation in warfare was radical, there has 
o been less attention to it). Jeremy Rutter has in fact noted that in the post-
1S palatial Aegean "the changes in virtually all forms of offensive and defen-
a sive weaponry ... are remarkable for the comprehensiveness of their range 

al and the rapidity with which they are effected. "20 But although these mate-
s: rial changes have been recognized, their historical significance is too little 
Ir- appreciated, apparently because the nature of warfare in the Late Bronze 
is, Age is so imperfectly understood. Tentative suggestions have occasionally 
ar been made. Nancy Sandars, for example, alluded to "a new form of attack 

introduced with the flange-hilted sword,"21 and James Muhly observed 
lr- that the appearance of greaves and slashing swords points to "the introduc-
,ut tion of a new style of fighting. The tactics now were not just to thrust but 
,en also to cut or slash, especially at the legs of your opponent."22 If the 
:he changes in weaponry and tactics are fully explored, and especially if their 
; of impact upon chariot warfare is imaginatively assessed, I believe that they 
uc- will furnish as good an explanation for the Catastrophe as we are likely to 
his find . 
the 

10 Rutter, "Cultural Novelties in the Post·Palatial Aegean World: Indices of Vitality orlily Decline?" in Ward and Joukowsky, Crisis Years, 67. 
Sin 21 Sandars, Sea Peoples , 92. 
and 22 Muhly, "The Role of the Sea Peoples," 42. Catling, with whom the idea originated, 
1 of temporarily abandoned it when the Dendra greaves (dating ca. 1400) were found; see Catling, 

"A New Bronze Sword from Cyprus," Antiquity 35 (1961 ): 122. ,tto 
the 
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\egean relegated his chariotry to a subordinate role. Ramesses assembled a consid-
fthem erable number of hand-to-hand fighters, both barbarian skirmishers 
::itadel (shardana) and native Egyptians. The latter stood shoulder-to-shoulder in 
,a Bay. close-order formations, carried oblong shields, were armed with the tradi-
d have tional rods or sickle swords, and were hardly as effective as their foreign 
xcava- auxiliaries who fought as free-lancers. But infantrymen of both kinds, 
nce to helped out by the archers in the chariot corps, were sufficient to win the 
mdwe battle at Djahi. 
os and Whether on that same occasion or soon thereafter, Ramesses destroyed a 
ndthe great force of Philistine, Tjekker, and Sicilian skirmishers who were caught 
Ice the on their boats a short distance offshore. The skirmishers had not expected a 
us and battle while still in their ships and were virtually annihilated. With remark-
Imem able foresight Ramesses had assembled a fleet and assigned to each ship a 
)bilize detachment of archers (most likely the archers who in other circumstances 
:lusive and other times would have shot from chariots) and hand-to-hand war-
Olng a riors. The Egyptian ships were able to cut off the enemy, who had no usable 
: been long-range weapons. The Philistine and Sicilian warriors would have had 
netal, javelins, but javelins on these crowded ships were of no value at all, since a 

the javelin must be thrown on the run. The Egyptian archers, on the contrary, 
ate of were abJe to shoot their bows far more effectively from the deck of a ship 
nean. than from the platform of a bouncing chariot. Even worse for the aggres-
once sors, while the Egyptian archers could leave the rowing to the oarsmen 

,now whom Ramesses had impressed into service,che Philistine and Sicilian 
aults, warriors had to do their own rowing. Perhaps the Medinet Habu relief does 
killed not exaggerate the extent of Ramesses' victory at sea in 11 79. 
. war- Even Ramesses' victories, however, illustrated how drastically warfare 
'sed a had changed in the three or four decades of the Catastrophe. The Egyp-
1 this tians' salvation owed little to their chariotry. Most important were the 
uthe hand-to-hand warriors, whether Egyptian or barbarian, that Ramesses 
con- had assembled at Djahi. The archers who had been positioned on the decks 

:ntire of Ramesses' ships had also taken their toll, but the "naval battle" may 
Such have been something of a fluke, contingent on timing and luck. The future 
'ally: belonged to men who could stand their ground in hand-to-hand combat. 
garit Those who survived the Catastrophe resorted to new strategies against 
,ack- the probability that the raiders would return. On Crete the small and low-
uion lying settlements were abandoned for "cities of refuge" in the mountains. 
ld of The Arcado-Cypriote dialect suggests that many South-Greek speakers 
hern from the Peloponnese and central Greece fled in two directions , some to the 
eady mountains of Arcadia and others to the island of Cyprus. The flight to 

Ionia, on the other hand, seems to have occurred several generations after 
long the Catastrophe ended. 
er to If towns built in the twelfth century were not in the mountains, they were 
have on the seacoast. On Cyprus, as well as in Phoenicia and Greece, large 
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